
Victorious
Save businesses and organizations  
from devastating cyber attacks

Working at Prolexic



Be victorious – join the Prolexic DDoS mitigation team

Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks are increasing in frequency, complexity, and size – and 
Prolexic is looking for a few good men and women with the technology skills, critical problem solving 
ability, and desire to be cyber heroes to our clients under attack.

On the Prolexic team you could be on the front lines of DDoS attacks every day, staying one step 
ahead of hackers in a serious cat and mouse game that requires in-depth knowledge of Internet 
facing infrastructures. You could be developing proprietary software and hardware appliances to help us  

cement our position as the global leader for DDoS monitoring and mitigation.  
Or maybe you could help spread the word to companies worldwide that 
have never heard of Prolexic or DDoS as part of our sales and marketing 
organization. Rest assured, when you are fighting cyber threats daily, 
there’s no such thing as business as usual.

As a result, you can count on always having your skills put to the test –  
and being victorious – in each and every DDoS mitigation project, because 
Prolexic has been 100% successful in mitigating the largest and most complex 
attacks ever launched. Build your career by being a part of our success.

A culture of collaboration and 
strategic thinking

Prolexic has an open, team-driven culture that supports learning, close 
collaboration and opportunity. While we have the most advanced 
proprietary monitoring and mitigation tools, we know that this technology  
is nothing without the expertise of our people. We’re always looking for 
talented, forward thinking professionals to join the following teams:

Most importantly, DDoS attack mitigation is Prolexic’s only business –  
and you’ll be working with a staff that has a combined 50+ years of DDoS  
monitoring and mitigation experience. Consider joining us if you share  
our single-focused vision of providing online businesses with the most 
advanced, reliable, and easily accessible DDoS mitigation services in the world.

> About DDoS attacks 

A DDoS attack is an attempt to make a 
computer resource (i.e. web site, e-mail, voice, 
or a whole network) unavailable to its intended 
users. By overwhelming it with data and/or 
requests, the target system either responds so 
slowly as to be unusable or crashes completely.  
The data volumes required to do this are 
typically achieved by a network of remotely 
controlled Zombie or botnet [robot network] 
computers.  These have fallen under the control 
of an attacker, generally through the use of 
Trojan viruses. Prolexic currently tracks more 
than 4,000 command and control servers, which 
manipulate these botnets for attacks, and we 
track more than 10 million bots in our global IP 
reputational database.

Some experts estimate that one quarter of 
Internet connected computers are botnets.  
The scariest part of all is that in the cyber 
underworld, it is possible to rent 80,000 –  
120,000 hosts capable of launching DDoS attacks  
of 10-100 Gbps – more than enough to take out  
practically any popular site on the Internet.  
The price?  Just US$200 per 24 hours!

•	 Management

•	 Development Engineering

•	 Network Engineering

•	 Security Operations Center (SOC)

•	 Systems Engineering

•	 Sales and Marketing



Training 

You’re investing in your future when you come to work at Prolexic. So Prolexic invests in you and the  
growth of your talent and skills through our intensive in-house training. In fact, 20 percent of our fixed costs  
are allocated to employee training. For example, one day a week our Security Operations Center experts  
meet to discuss, develop, and learn new techniques, strategies, and tools that can be applied on 
behalf of our clients. Whatever position you take at Prolexic, you’ll get the best training in the business  
so we can help our clients fight – and win – against the Internet’s most notorious DDoS attackers.

Benefits

Prolexic rewards your talent and critical thinking skills with a generous package of competitive salary, 
incentives, and other benefits, including:

•	 Observed public holidays and certain bank holidays

•	 Paid time off according to tenure with the company

•	 Enrollment in the company health and dental insurance plans (80% company funded)

•	 401K with company match (up to 4%)

•	 2x annual salary life insurance (100% company funded)

•	 Long term disability insurance (100% company funded)

•	 Short term disability insurance (100% company funded)

•	 Vision insurance (100% company funded)

Prolexic also offers a huge intangible benefit – the opportunity to build your career in the dynamic 
field of DDoS attack mitigation. Every day you’ll make a difference by successfully defending airlines/ 
hospitality, e-Commerce, financial services, healthcare, media/telecom, online gaming, public sector, 
and software as a service organizations by helping them stay protected under the careful watch of 
our 24/7 SOC technicians. Also, you’ll have the distinction of working for the only pure-play DDoS 
mitigation company – and the only one that has been 100% victorious against the largest and most 
complex DDoS attacks. 

Learn more about working at Prolexic

The battle against DDoS attacks is escalating daily. Join Prolexic on the front lines and discover how it 
feels to be victorious in your career. Questions about Prolexic? Contact Prolexic Human Resources  
at +1 (954) 620 6002 ext. 1014 or hr@prolexic.com.

Make a difference working for the 
world’s first, largest, and most 

trusted DDoS mitigation provider
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About Prolexic: 

Prolexic is the world’s largest, most trusted distributed denial of service (DDoS)  
mitigation provider. Able to absorb the largest and most complex attacks ever launched, 
Prolexic restores mission critical Internet-facing infrastructures for global enterprises 
and government agencies within minutes. Ten of the world’s largest banks and the 
leading companies in e-Commerce, SaaS, payment processing, travel/hospitality,  
gaming and other at-risk industries rely on Prolexic to protect their businesses. 
Founded in 2003 as the world’s first “in the cloud” DDoS mitigation platform, 
Prolexic is headquartered in Hollywood, Florida and has scrubbing centers located in 
the Americas, Europe and Asia. For more information, visit www.prolexic.com.


